The Many Faces of Jim Guccione
Did Robinson Ever Get It Right?

Legend has it that Jim Guccione has known Robinson since 1993 when he had a stay at the Woodhill Hospital in Brooklyn, NY. Jim has produced art since then and rendered many faces—are any of them the face of Jim Guccione? The closest he may have come is this 5-minute silhouette profile he did for The Guccie Times Issue 6 (to right) We may never know what Jim Guccione looks like.

Although the public may not be privy to Jim’s visual identity, he does have some tell-tale signs about his presence. In The Guccie Times Issue 20 an article was presented about Jim’s use of transportation. Also in Issue 20 a profound review was done about Jim’s rise to power in the metropolis. But, if anything, we know that Jim is not a criminal and in his “conversaciones” with Robinson we find that he can in fact care about another individual. We just are not entirely sure about his motives.

What kind of effect will Jim have on society as things start to unfold concerning his claims about a Bad and Good Bob? Will his skyscrapers and helicopters come into play? How much will Robinson reveal about his day-to-day interactions? Keep reading The Guccie Times and surfing the site for answers to these and other questions.
Hades’ Romantic of an Evil Cop
Abusing the Poor for Human Sacrifice

Although this is all based in Guccione Legend, much of the conversaciones on the site and articles about he recent Troy homicide have supported these theories. In this case, dealing with cops, they have fit the models presented in my interactions, and I have never been able to trust every cop. I am a recipient of Social Security Disability and my yearly net income is around the poverty level. But that may very well be Jim’s romantic for me to help both him and I understand how an evil cop can actually instigate a human sacrifice of the poor for the upper class.

Anyone can attest to the possibility that cops get confidential information about people with the excuse that they are fighting crime. They may abuse the computer and the files created by professionals in the community, especially files created for people getting public assistance and using government programs. To say it simply: cops may create romantics and erotics among the poor to control their sociology for the upper class. At a certain point, they can get a man to commit a felony if he does not have a Holy Spirit to protect him from the abomination. The picture at the right shows that there is a spirituality to a cop’s job, and that is certainly not one of Jesus Christ for some. It is probably just the opposite, and we can probably say that many cops hate God. There has to be something that drives a man to be a cop because who would want that kind of job? Perhaps cops do perform noble duties, and some have been known to die in the line of duty, but maybe they are dying for their god?

Guccione Legend has it that a cop is a romantic created by Lucifer when he rebelled in Heaven as part of his psychology of criminology that always gives place to a human sacrifice.

The FBI are not really cops. They were essentially designed to investigate corrupt local and state cops which often have a role in the sale of drugs, prostitution and other crimes in the inner city—especially murder. But we have to understand many cops are good cops because if all cops were corrupt, this would already be a master-slave society.

The 2 Most Important Things
In the Kingdom of Earth

Many people today live in the Kingdom of Earth. They avoid “religious” affiliations or have the wrong religious affiliations. This is due to family and national traditions, secular humanism, false religions, and the failure of some prominent Christian leaders to maintain a good testimony. People simply do not trust them anymore. But God understands the Kingdom of Earth as a kingdom where its people have learned to love and trust one another, and they do not allow the abomination. But Jesus can not reign or bring peace here; this Kingdom must bring its own peace. The Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of Earth must work together to make a better place for the slave.

In the Kingdom of Earth, the two most important things to us is our job and family. You can’t really support a family without a job. But in the Kingdom of God, it is God who is most important, then your job and family.

Many times people from the Kingdom of Earth rely on the Kingdom of God for knowledge about God. And likewise the Kingdom of God may rely on the Kingdom of Earth and its roughness to protect it from the Kingdom of Hell.